10.0

Lowman, Idaho, Disposal Site

10.1 Compliance Summary
The Lowman, Idaho, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title I Disposal
Site was inspected on May 18, 2015. The disposal cell was in excellent condition. Minor
maintenance to address erosion in the interceptor benches on State of Idaho property was
identified. No additional maintenance needs or cause for a follow-up or contingency inspection
was identified.

10.2 Compliance Requirements
Requirements for the long-term surveillance and maintenance of the site are specified in the
Long-Term Surveillance Planfor the U.S. Department of Energy Lowman, Idaho, (UMTRCA
Title I) Disposal Site (LTSP) (DOE-LM/GJ771-2005, Revision 2, U.S. Department of Energy
[DOE], January 2005) and in procedures that DOE established to comply with the requirements
of Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Section 40.27 (10 CFR 40.27). Table 10-1 lists these
requirements.
Table 10-1. License Requirements for the Lowman Disposal Site

Requirement

Long-Term Surveillance Plan

This Report

Annual Inspection and Report
Follow-Up Inspections
Maintenance
Emergency Response
Environmental Monitoring

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8

10.3 Institutional Controls
The 18-acre disposal site (Figure 10-1) is owned by the United States of America and was
accepted under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license (10 CFR 40.27) in
1994. DOE is the licensee and, in accordance with the requirements for UMTRCA Title I sites, is
responsible for the custody and long-term care of the site. Institutional controls at the site consist
of federal ownership of the property and the following physical features that are inspected
annually: a locked entrance gate, perimeter wamning signs, site markers, and survey and boundary
monuments.

10.4 Inspection Results
The site, near Lowman, Idaho, was inspected on May 18, 2015. The inspection was conducted
by D. Traub and L. Sheader of the DOE Office of Legacy Management support contractor.
T. Petrosky (DOE Site Manager), R. Evans (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission), D. Nygard
(Idaho Department of Environmental Quality), and P. Rekow (Boise County weed control) also
attended the inspection.
The purposes of the inspection were to confirm the integrity of visible features at the site, to
identify' changes in conditions that might affect site integrity, and to determine the need, if any,
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for maintenance or additional inspections and monitoring. Numbers in the left margin of this1
report refer to items summarized in Table ES-i of the "Executive Summary."
1041Site Surveillance FeaturesI
Figure 10-1 shows the locations of site surveillance features. Inspection results and
recommended maintenance activities associated with site surveillance features are included in
the following subsections. Photographs to support specific observations are identified in the text
and in Figure 10-1 by photograph location (PL) numbers.•

I.

10.4.1.1 Access Road and Entrance Gate

3
I

The site is at the end of a hard-packed gravel road about 650 feet north of Idaho State
Highway 21. The road is in excellent condition. A locked gate spans the road about 150 feet
from the state highway and is in excellent condition. The site is not fenced, but the topography
and forest vegetation prevent vehicle access around the entrance gate or along the site perimeter.
10.4.1.2 Entrance Sign and Perimeter Signsi
Eighteen perimeter signs (PL-1) are located along the site boundary. Several signs (P2, P3, P4,
P13, and P15, and the entrance sign) have bullet damage but remain legible and do not need to be
replaced at this time.

i

10.4.1.3 Site Markersi
Two site markers are present at the site. The first, SMK-1 (PL-2), is just inside the site's
southwest boundary. The second, SMK-2, is on top of the disposal cell. Both markers are in
excellent condition.

i

10.4.1.4 Boundary and Survey Monuments

I

Seven monuments define the site boundary. Three are combined survey and boundary
monuments (SM-i1/BM-i, SM-2/BM-2, and SM-4/BM-4) and four are boundary monuments
(BM-3, BM-5, BM-6, and BM-7). Steel t-posts are installed next to the survey and boundary
monuments (with the exception of BM-3, which is adjacent to perimeter sign P9) to help
inspectors find the monuments. All seven monuments were verified during the 2015 inspection.

II

10.4.2 Inspection Areas
In accordance with the LTSP, the site is divided into three inspection areas (referred to as
"transects" in the LTSP) to ensure a thorough and efficient inspection. The inspection areas are:
(1) the top and side slopes of the disposal cell; (2) the area between the disposal cell and the site•
boundary; and (3) the outlying area.1
Within each area, inspectors examined the specific site surveillance features. Inspectors also
looked for evidence of settlement, erosion, slumping, or other disturbances that might affect the
site's integrity, protectiveness, or long-term performance.
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10.4.2.1 Top and Side Slopes of the Disposal Cell
The disposal cell was completed in 1991. Basalt riprap armors the top and west-facing side
slopes of the disposal cell. An apron of larger riprap surrounds the disposal cell on all sides. The
riprap was in excellent condition (PL-3, PL-4). No evidence of instability, such as subsidence,
slumping, or cracking, was observed on the cell surfaces.
Vegetation encroachment continues on the top and side slopes of the disposal cell. Encroachment
is a natural process operating at this location and will be allowed to continue in accordance with
the LTSP. However, high velocity winds periodically blow down mature trees in the region.
Therefore, at the request of the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, trees large enough
to damage the disposal cell cover and uproot cell materials if knocked down by wind storms are
routinely removed. Site ecologists believe that any trees would need to be at least 20 years old to
present a hazard, but tree growth will continue to be monitored annually. Trees were cut down in
2010, and no large trees are currently growing on the cover (PL-5).
10.4.2.2 Area Between the Disposal Cell and the Site Boundary
The steep slopes east and south of the disposal cell are stable and vegetated with well-established
ponderosa pines and grasses. Surfaces north and west of the disposal cell that were highly
disturbed during site remediation are stable and well vegetated. Noxious weeds are controlled in
accordance with state and county requirements.
10.4.2.3 Outlying Area
An area within 0.25 mile around the site was visually observed for evidence of erosion,
construction, development, logging, or change in land use that might affect the site. No Changes
were noted in the area across Clear Creek to the west, where several summer cabins and
campsites are located.
The U.S. Forest Service manages the areas east and south of the site, and those areas remain
relatively unchanged from previous inspections. Minor erosion has occurred in drainage channels
west of the site but it does not impact any site features or the disposal cell. The State inspector
walked over this area during the 2015 inspection with DOE staff and noted that there was minor
erosion in the same areas noted previously. The area along Idaho Highway 21 south of the site
does not indicate any new development.

10.5 Follow-Up Inspections
DOE will conduct follow-up or contingency inspections if (1) an annual inspection or other site
visit identifies a condition that requires a return to the site to evaluate the condition, or (2) a
citizen or outside agency notifies DOE that conditions at the site or in the vicinity of the site are
substantially changed. No need for a follow-up or contingency inspection was identified.

10.6 Maintenance
1OA Erosion identified during the inspection is located on the State of Idaho property; this will be

addressed to determine whether this will be a DOE or State of Idaho repair.
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10.7 Emergency Response
Emergency response is action DOE will take in response to "unusual damage or disruption" that
threatens or compromises site safety, security, or integrity in compliance with 10 CFR 40,
Appendix A, Criterion 12. No need for an emergency response was identified.

10.8 Environmental Monitoring
10.8.1 Groundwater Monitoring
Groundwater monitoring was discontinued in 1999 because the disposal cell is performing as
l0B designed. All former monitoring wells on the site were decommissioned in 2006.
10.8.2 Vegetation Monitoring
Infestations of six species on the Statewide Containment Noxious Weed List have been found
on and near the site. No species on the Statewide Early Detection/Rapid Response Noxious
Weed List have ever been found. Although no other state-listed noxious weeds occur, three nonnoxious, locally invasive plants are monitored and controlled when necessary. The weeds are
periodically sprayed with herbicides and/or controlled mechanically through a subcontract with
Boise County.

10.9 Photographs
Photograph
Location Number

AiuhPoorp
AiuhPoorp

ecito
ecito

PL-1

0

PL-2

0

PL-3

220

Perimeter sign P-9 with DOE boundary monument 3 and Forest Service
monument in red.
Site marker 1 (lichen growing on granite causes what looks like bullet
marks).
Disposal cell surface near site marker 2.

PL-4

170

Disposal cell from the northwest.

PL-5

210

Disposal cell from the northeast.
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LOW 5/2015. PL-1. Perimetersign P-9 with DOE boundary monument 3 and Forest Service monument in red.

LOW 5/2015. PL-2. Site marker 1 (lichen growing on granite causes what looks like bullet marks).
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.-.s. uIspOSal Ceil surnace near sire marker z.

LOW 5/2015. PL-4. Disposalcell from the northwest.
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11.0 Maybell, Colorado, Disposal Site
11.1 Compliance Summary
The Maybell, Colorado, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title I
Disposal Site was inspected on August 19, 2015. The disposal cell and all associated diversion
and drainage structures were in good condition and functioning as designed. Noxious weeds
found on the site and deep-rooted vegetation found on the disposal cell were sprayed with
herbicide. Inspectors identified no other immediate maintenance needs or cause for a follow-up
inspection.

11.2 Compliance Requirements
Requirements for the long-term surveillance and maintenance of the site are specified in the
Long-Term Surveillance Planfor the Maybell, Colorado (UMTRCA Title I) DisposalSite, Moffat
County, Colorado (LTSP) (DOE-LM/1 605-2008, U.S. Department of Energy [DOE],
Revision 4, April 2008) and in procedures that DOE established to comply with the requirements
of Title 10 Code of FederalRegulations Section 40.27 (10 CFR 40.27). Table 11-1 lists these
requirements.
Table 11-1. License Requirements for the Maybe!! Disposal Site
Requirement

Long-Term Surveillance Plan

This Report

Annual Inspection and Report
Follow-Up Inspections
Maintenance
Emergency Measures
Environmental Monitoring

Sections 3.3 and 3.4
Section 3.5
Section 3.6
Section 3.6
Section 3.7

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8

11.3 Institutional Controls
The 251-acre site (Figure 11-1) is owned by the United States of America and was accepted
under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license at 10 CFR 40.27 in 1998. DOE
is the licensee and, in accordance with the requirements for UMTRCA Title I sites, is responsible
for the custody and long-term care of the site. Institutional controls at the site consist of federal
ownership of the property and the following physical features that are inspected annually: a
perimeter fence and locked entrance gate, an entrance sign and perimeter warning signs, site
markers, and boundary and survey monuments.

11.4 Inspection Results
The site, located about 25 miles west of Craig, Colorado, was inspected on August 19, 2015. The
inspection was conducted by S. Hall and D. Traub of the DOE Legacy Management Support
contractor. J. Nguyen (DOE Site Manager) and M. Cosby (Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment) attended the inspection.
The purposes of the inspection were to confirm the integrity of visible features at the site, to
identify changes in conditions that might affect site integrity, and to determine the need, if any,
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for maintenance or additional inspections and monitoring. Numbers in the left margin of thisn
report refer to items summarized in Table ES-i of the "Executive Summary."
11.4.1 Site Surveillance Featuresi
Figure 11-1 shows the locations of site surveillance features. Inspection results and
recommended maintenance activities associated with site surveillance features are included inn
the following subsections. Photographs to support specific observations are identified in the text
and in Figure 11-1 by photograph location (PL) numbers.
11.4.1.1 Site Access Road

•

Access to the site is via County Road 53, which runs north off U.S. Highway 40 approximatelyn
8 miles east of Maybell, Colorado. The road has a gravel surface and was in good condition.
County Road 53 ends at an unlocked gate near the northeast corner of the site (approximately
3 miles from U.S. Highway 40). The road continues west as a dirt two-track directly north of then
site.
Because the access road to the Maybell site is a county road, Moffat County performs
maintenance up to that point. From that point to the Maybell West site, DOE is responsible forI
road maintenance under a U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) right-of-way permit. No
road maintenance was necessary.1
11.4.1.2 Gates and Perimeter Fence
Two gates are located in the perimeter fence along the north boundary of the site. One is
considered the site entrance gate and is located adjacent to the site marker and entrance sign
(PL- 1). The second gate is located directly west of perimeter sign P3 in the northwest corner of
the property. Both gates are standard tubular metal stock gates and were locked and in good
condition.
A standard four-strand barbed-wire stock fence surrounds the disposal cell and drainage
structures and much of the site, to facilitate land management by DOE. The site is located in
wintering grounds frequented by big game animals (primarily pronghomn, deer, and elk) and is
also surrounded by open range used to graze cattle (PL-2). As a result, minor damage to the
perimeter fence occurs periodically. With the exception of broken top strands and damaged fence
posts at two locations, the fence was in good condition. Repairs of the fence will be made when

I

I
I

Ii

i

more significant repairs are needed; the fence remains functional.1
11.4.1.3 Entrance Sign and Perimeter Signsn
The entrance sign is located near the entrance gate and is mounted on a t-post in the fence line. It
had a couple of bullet holes but remains legible (PL-l).i
The site has 26 perimeter signs. On the north, west, and south sides of the site, perimeter signs
are mounted on t-posts in the perimeter fence. On the east side of the site, perimeter signs are
mounted on steel posts set in concrete and are located inside the property boundary
approximately midway between the disposal cell and the perimeter fence. Several of the
perimeter signs along the dirt road north and west of the site have bullet holes, but remain
legible. The remaining signs were in good condition.
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11.4.1.4 Site Markers
Two standard granite site markers are at the site. Site marker SMK- 1 is located near the entrance
gate (PL-3), and site marker SMK-2 is located on top of the disposal cell (PL-4). Both site
markers were in good condition.
11.4.1.5 Survey and Boundary Monuments
Two survey monuments are located onsite. Survey monument SM-7 is on the bench above
Johnson Wash just north of perimeter sign P21, and survey monument SM-8 is south of the
disposal cell on the bench above Diversion Channel No. 2. Survey monument SM-7 was
inspected and observed to be in good condition; survey monument SM-8 was not inspected
during the 2015 inspection.
Originally, four boundary monuments had been installed along the property boundary. These
four monuments, however, did not adequately represent the site property boundary. Therefore,
additional monuments were installed in September 2002. A 2008 real property assessment noted
that the 2002 land survey did not match the legal description included in the BLM permanent
withdrawal for the site. BLM confirmed that the perimeter fence along the north and northwest
sides of the site corresponds to the actual site boundary and that nine of the new boundary
monuments outside the fence in that area were located outside the property boundary. BLM
recommended in 2014 that DOE leave those nine monuments in place undisturbed to avoid the
cost of removing them. BLM and DOE documented the issue and recommendation in their
records. Figure 11-1 shows the correct boundary monuments and property corners. All boundary
monuments observed during the inspection were in good condition (PL-5).
11.4.2 Inspection Areas
In accordance with the LTSP, the site is divided into three inspection areas (referred to as
"transects" in the LTSP) to ensure a thorough and efficient inspection. The inspection areas are:
(1) the disposal cell; (2) other areas inside the site boundary; and (3) the outlying area.
Within each area, inspectors examined the specific site surveillance features. Inspectors also
looked for evidence of settlement, erosion, slumping, or other processes that might affect the
site's integrity, protectiveness, or long-term performance.
11.4.2.1 Disposal Cell
The disposal cell covers approximately 66 acres of the approximately 250-acre disposal site
property (PL-6 and PL-7). The side slopes of the disposal cell are at a 20 percent grade to create
a stable slope, and the top of the disposal cell has a 3 percent grade to promote drainage toward
the west. The disposal cell showed no evidence of settlement, slumping, erosion, or rock
degradation (PL-8 and PL-9). Scattered shallow-rooted plants continue to establish on the
disposal cell top and side slopes; these plants do not affect the integrity of the disposal cell.
Deep-rooted plants and noxious weeds are controlled as required by the LTSP.
In accordance with the LTSP, inspectors looked for seeps on the east and southeast side slopes of
the disposal cell because slines were encapsulated in this portion of the cell. No seeps were
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observed at the toe of the disposal cell in these areas. Cattails continue to be observed growing ati
the toe of the east corner of the disposal call, indicating the presence of moisture. Surface runoff
from the cell discharges at this location; standing water has been observed in this area during
past inspections and was present at the time of this inspection (PL- 10). A 2003 laboratory
analysis of evaporite minerals from this location confirmed that no constituents attributable to
the cell contents were present.

,I3

11.4.2.2 Other Areas Inside the Site Boundary
The final surface conditions at the Maybell disposal site are a combination of rock-armored
drainage and diversion channels, along with contouring of soil surfaces to achieve the necessary
surface water drainage control to protect the disposal cell from erosion. The rock-armored

g

diversion channels, swales, and gullies were in good condition (PL-1 1). Erosion directly
downgradient of the outlets of Diversion Channel No. 1 and Swale No. 1 that has exposed the
underlying geo-fabric had not changed significantly (PL-12). Riprap placed within the outlets
continues to provide protection against headcutting. Minor rills adjacent to Swale No. 1 and
Gully No. 1 continue to stabilize due to self-armoring and increased vegetation growth. There
was no evidence of sediment moving offsite into Johnson Wash.

•in

I

11.4.2.3 Outlying Area

I

Tearea within 0.25 mile of the site boundary was visually observed for erosion, changes in land1
use, or other phenomena that might affect the long-term integrity of the site. No such impacts
were observed.

3

Directly south of the site is a former open-pit uranium mine referred to as the Johnson Pit
(PL- 13). Over time, slumping of the pit wall resulted in the pit encroaching several feet onto
what is now DOE property. This encroachment presents no threat to the integrity of the disposal
cell and occurred prior to reclamation and transfer of the site to DOE for long-term surveillance
and maintenance. This encroachment is visually monitored annually and periodically
documented with photographs to determine if any further slumping of the pit wall is occurring
and to verify the integrity of the perimeter fence. There was no evidence of any additional
encroachment of the pit onto the site at the time of the inspection. However, windblown sand
continues to accumulate along the northern crest of the pit wall along the fence line (PL- 14);
maintenance will be performed before the fence is no longer functional.

I

I

1

iI
I'

11.5 Follow-Up Inspections
DOE will conduct follow-up or contingency inspections if (1) an annual inspection or other site
visit identifies a condition that requires a return to the site to evaluate the condition, or (2) a
citizen or outside agency notifies DOE that conditions at the site or in the vicinity of the site are
substantially changed. No need for a follow-up or contingency inspection was identified.

I

!

I

11.6 Maintenance
weeds and deep-rooted plants on the disposal cell were sprayed with herbicide during
two separate vegetation management visits in 2015. Maintenance of the perimeter fence will be
performed when warranted (i.e., repair of broken strands and bent posts, removal of sand directly

hANoxious
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north of the Johnson Pit, and erosion damage at the outlet of Diversion Channel No. 1); the fence
remains functional. No other maintenance needs were identified.

11.7 Emergency Measures
Emergency measures are the actions that DOE will take in response to "unusual damage or
disruption" that threatens or compromises site safety, security, or integrity in compliance with
10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 12. No need for emergency measures was identified.

11.8 Environmental Monitoring
11.8.1 Groundwater Monitoring

I

llB

Groundwater at this site is contaminated as a result of widespread, naturally occurring uranium
mineralization and mining activities not related to onsite legacy uranium-ore processing and
disposal operations. The groundwater in the area is designated "limited use," a designation given
to groundwater that is not a current or potential source of drinking water because it contains
widespread ambient contamination that cannot be cleaned up by methods reasonably employed
in public water systems (40 CFR 192.11 [e] [2]). Supplemental standards established in
40 CFR 192.2 1(g) have been applied to groundwater at the site, and groundwater quality
monitoring is not required.
11.8.2 Vegetation Monitoring
In accordance with the LTSP, annual visual inspections are conducted to verify the continued
health of the onsite vegetation and to ensure that undesirable plant species (deep-rooted plants on
the disposal cell cover and noxious weeds) do not proliferate on the site. Some noxious weeds
and deep-rooted plants were present on the cell during the inspection and were later treated with
herbicide.
The disturbed soil surfaces on the site were revegetated with a mix of native and adaptive grasses
to provide soil stability. Vegetation appeared to be healthy with continued increases in diversity
and density.
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11.9 Photographs
Photograph
Location Number

Azimuth

PL-1

160

Site entrance gate and sign; east corner of disposal cell in background.

90

View east from southwest corner of site showing cattle grazing outside the
perimeter fence.

PL-2

Photograph Description

PL-3

180

Site marker SMK-1.

PL-4

20

Site marker SMK-2.

PL-5

NA

Boundary monument BM-1.

PL-6

340

Southwestern portion of disposal cell.

PL-7

40

Southeastern portion of disposal cell.

205

Northwest corner of disposal cell, view to south-southwest; riprap-covered
slope west of cell in background.

335

East-northeast side slope of disposal cell.

PL-8
PL-9

PL..10Cattails

I

growing at base of southeast side slope of disposal cell where surface
water runoff accumulates.

180

Diversion Channel No. 1 separating disposal cell and riprap covered slope west
o el

PL-12

60

Erosion occurring at the outlet to Diversion Channel No. 1.

PL-13

120

Northeast portion of Johnson Pit.

90

Sand accumulation covering perimeter fence along southern property boundary
directly north of Johnson Pit.

PL-11

PL-14

I
1

U
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MAY 8/2015. PL-1. Site entrance gate and sign; east cornerof disposal cell in background.

I

U
U
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I
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a
I
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MAY 8/2015. PL-2. View east from southwest cornerof site showing cattle grazing outside the perimeter fence.
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MAY 8/2015. PL-3. Site marker SMK-1.
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MAY •/2UO 5. I-L-b. Ibounclary monument lbM-7.

MAY 8/2015. PL-6. Southwestern portlion of disposal cell.
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MAY &/2015~. PL-7. Southeastern portion of disposal cell.

U

MAY 8/2015. PL-8. Northwest corner
of disposal
view to south southwest; nprap-coveredslope
west
of cell incell,
background.
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MAY 8/2015. PL-9. East-northeastside slope of disposal cell.

at base of southeast side slope of disposal cell where
MAY 8/2015. PL-IO. Cattailsgrowingwater
runoff accumulates.
surface

3
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version Channel No. 1 separatingdisposal cell and nprap covere~d slope west of cell.

MAY 8/2015. PL-12. Erosion occurrng at the outlet to Diversion Channel No. 1.
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MAY 8/20 15. PL-13. Northeastportion of Johnson Pit.

MA Y 8/2015. PL-14. Sand accumulation covering perimeter fence along southern property boundary
directly north of Johnson Pit.
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12.0 Mexican Hat, Utah, Disposal Site
12.1 Compliance Summary
The Mexican Hat, Utah, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title I
Disposal Site was inspected on April 7, 2015. The disposal cell was in excellent condition. Signs
and posts were missing from P 17 and P 18 with the posts cut at ground surface using a pipe
cutter. Access to Seep 0248 was overgrown and material from the upper cliff had collapsed onto
the seep covering the majority of the seep warning sign. The posts and signs were replaced and
brush was cleared from the area near Seep 0248 during a maintenance visit following the
inspection in September 2015. Inspectors identified no other maintenance needs or cause for a
follow-up or contingency inspection.
A required arnual assessment of six designated seeps was conducted during the inspection. Five
seeps were dry and one was moist (Seep 0248). Surface water samples from Seep 0248 and
Gypsum Creek were collected during the maintenance visit in September 2015.

12.2 Compliance Requirements
Requirements for the long-term surveillance and maintenance of the site are specified in the
Long-Term Surveillance Planfor the Mexican Hat, Utah, (UMTRCA Title I), DisposalSite, San
Juan County, Utah (LTSP) (DOE-LM/1530-2007, Rev. 3, U.S. Department of Energy [DOE],
October 2007) and in procedures that DOE established to comply with the requirements of
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Section 40.27 (10 CFR 40.27). Table 12-1 lists these
requirements.
Table 12-1. License Requirements for the Mexican Hat Disposal Site
Requirement

Long-Term Surveillance Plan

This Report

Annual Inspection and Report
Follow-Up Inspections
Maintenance
Emergency Measures
Environmental Monitoring

Sections 3.3 and 3.4
Section 3.5
Section 3.6
Section 3.6
Section 3.7

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7
12.8

12.3 Institutional Controls
The United States of America holds the 119-acre disposal site (Figure 12-1) in trust for the
U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs; the Navajo Nation retains title to the land. DOE and the Navajo
Nation executed a Custodial Access Agreement that conveys to the federal government title to
the residual radioactive materials stabilized at the repository site and ensures that DOE has
perpetual access to the site. UMTRCA authorized DOE to enter into a Cooperative Agreement
(DE-FC04-85AL2673 1) with the Navajo Nation, and required it to be in place before bringing
the site under the general license. The purpose of the Cooperative Agreement was to perform
remedial actions at the former uranium processing sites on the Navajo Nation.
The site was accepted under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license
(10 CFR 40.27) in 1997. DOE is the licensee and, in accordance with the requirements for
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UMTRCA Title I sites, is responsible for the custody and long-term care of the site. Institutional
controls at the site include federal custody of the disposal cell and the following physical features
that are inspected annually: a site perimeter fence and a locked entrance gate, perimeter warning
signs, site markers, and boundary and survey monuments.

.

12.4 Inspection Results

n

The site, south of Mexican Hat, Utah, was inspected on April 7, 2015. The inspection conducted
by J. Gillespie and D. Johnson of the DOE Legacy Management Support contractor. The team
was accompanied by Rich Bush, Angelita Denny, and Paul Stromme from the DOE Office of
Legacy Management and Joni Nofchissey of the Navajo Nation UMTRCA Program.

'

The purposes of the inspection were to confirm the integrity of visible features at the site, to

.1

I

l

identify changes in conditions that might affect site integrity, and to determine the need, if any,
for maintenance or additional inspections and monitoring. Numbers in the left margin of this
report refer to items summarized in Table ES-i of the "Executive Summary."
12.4.1 Site Surveillance Features
The locations of site surveillance features are shown on Figure 12-1. Inspection results and
recommended maintenance activities associated with site surveillance features are included inn
the following subsections. Photographs to support specific observations are identified in the text
and on Figure 12-1 by photograph location (PL) numbers.

ll

12.4.1.1 Site Access, Entrance Gate, and Entrance Sign

I

The site is accessed via a short unmarked dirt road off U.S. Highway 163 that ends at a graded
parking area. Erosion continues to occur along the dirt road, but the site continues to be
accessible. The locked entrance gate and the entrance sign were in good condition.

,|

U~

12.4.1.2 Fence and Perimeter Signs
A barbed-wire perimeter fence is located between the disposal cell features and the site boundary
and was in good condition. Periodically, the fence is damaged by livestock, erosion, orn
vandalism and requires repair. A single strand was loose near the West Drainage near P35
(PL-1). The loose strand was listed as a maintenance item to be repaired.

I

The site has 43 perimeter sign locations positioned along the site boundary. Each location has a
pair of signs: an upper property ownership/no-trespassing sign and a lower sign identifying the

•

site as a radioactive materials disposal site. The signs are attached to steel posts set in concrete.
Several signs have bullet damage but remain legible, such as P20 (PL-2) and P24. The sign for
P22 was missing from its post, and the posts and signs were missing for P16, P17, and P18

•

•

(PL-3). The steel posts for P17 and P18 had been cut using a pipe cutter. The missing signs and
posts were not found during the inspection. A later maintenance trip that addressed these
maintenance items is described in Section 12.6.
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12.4.1.3 Site Markers
the perimeter fence near the
Two granite site markers are on the site. site marker SMK- 1, inside
entrance gate, was in good condition (PL-4). Its concrete base has several minor cracks, but
repairs were not necessary at that time. Site marker SMK-2, on the disposal cell top slope, was in
excellent condition (PL-5).
12.4.1.4 Boundary and Survey Monuments
Twelve boundary monuments mark the site boundary (PL-6). Five survey monuments were
installed for survey control during cell construction. All of the monuments were in good
condition.
12.4.2 Inspection Areas
In accordance with the LTSP, the site is divided into four inspection areas (referred to as
"transects" in the LTSP) to ensure a thorough and efficient inspection. The inspection areas are:
(1) the disposal cell; (2) the toe drains and diversion channels; (3) the balance of the site and the
site perimeter; and (4) the outlying area.
Within each area, inspectors examined specific site surveillance features. Inspectors also looked
for evidence of erosion, settling, slumping, or other disturbances that might affect the site's
integrity, protectiveness, or long-term performance.
12.4.2.1 Disposal Cell
The top slope of the disposal cell was in excellent condition (PL-7 and PL-8). Inspectors found
no evidence of differential settling, cracking, slumping, erosion, or burrowing. All visible
components of the riprap-armored disposal cell top and side slopes were functioning as designed.
There was no noticeable increase of sloughed red country rock and soil along the south apron
(PL-9). Because the apron in this area is immediately adjacent to the base of the steep rocky cliff
face along the southern edge of the disposal cell cover, it is expected that sediment and unstable
rock from the cliff face will continue to fall onto the apron. The accumulated material is not
impacting the function of the apron but this area will continue to be monitored.
12.4.2.2 Toe Drains and Diversion Channels
The disposal cell toe drains and diversion channels were in excellent condition and functioning
as designed. Upgradient offsite areas continue to erode and transport sediment onto the site and
into the west diversion channel (PL-10). The sediment accumulation has promoted the growth of
vegetation in the channel, including perennial grasses and annual weeds, but the sediment and
vegetation are not affecting the performance of the diversion channel.
12.4.2.3 Balance of the Site and the Site Perimeter
Minor erosion continues to occur in upgradient areas along the west and southwest portions of
the site. This is an expected natural process and a result of the site coming to equilibrium with
the outlying areas. Erosion in these areas will continue to be monitored, but it is not a concern
unless it damages the perimeter fence or impacts the performance of the west diversion channel.
U.S. Department of Energy
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Scattered trash (broken glass, bottles, cans, cardboard, and paper containers) continues to
accumulate in the more accessible portions of the site where vehicle access is available. The
most noticeable accumulations of trash continue to be along the entrance road and in the parking
area, the areas on DOE property along the perimeter fence between perimeter signs P31 and P42,U
and the southern portion of the site between perimeter signs P22 and P27.

,

I

'3

Trespassing just inside the disposal site property boundary (outside the disposal cell perimeter
fence) occurs in the same areas where trash accumulations are present, as evidenced by vehicle
and all-terrain vehicle tracks. Vandalism continues, as indicated by new bullet holes in several
perimeter signs. This is expected to be an ongoing problem at the site because access to these
areas cannot be restricted. Damaged perimeter signs are replaced when they become illegible. Inp
2015, the removal of both the posts and signs for P16, P17, and P18 using a pipe cutter was an

,

n

new type of damage to the signs.
12.4.2.4 Outlying Area
The area surrounding the site was visually observed for erosion, changes in land use, or other
phenomena that might affect the long-term integrity of the site. No such impacts were observed.

12.5 Follow-Up InspectionsI
visit identifies a condition that requires a return to the site to evaluate the condition, or (2) a
citizen or outside agency notifies DOE that conditions at the site or in the vicinity of the site are
substantially changed. No need for a follow-up or contingency inspection was identified.

5
U

12.6 Maintenance

'

DOE will conduct follow-up or contingency inspections if (1) an annual inspection or other site

The April 2015 inspection identified three signs that needed maintenance. The sign was missing
for P22, and posts and signs were missing for P16, P17, and P18. The missing signs and posts
were not found during the April 2015 inspection.
Maintenance needs were also identified at Seep 0248 located in the Gypsum Creek Area. Thisn
includes removal of brush and clearing for access to monitor the seep and to clear debris from
around the seep warning sign. Pipe and boards located above the seep were also identified to be
removed. Trash pickup along the western boundary was coordinated with Tuba City Staff for the
removal of elm shrub and the tamarisk bush within the west diversion channel.
A maintenance trip was performed on September 9, 2015. The missing signs and posts at P 16,
and P18 were replaced, and the missing sign for P22 was replaced. Brush and debris was
123cleared and removed from the area around Seep 0248 and the warning sign.

12A

2BP17,

I
I
I
•

/

12.7 Emergency Measures

I

Emergency measures are the actions that DOE will take in response to "unusual damage ora
disruption" that threaten or compromise site safety, security, or integrity in compliance with
10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 12. No need for emergency measures was identified.

I
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12.8 Environmental Monitoring
12.8.1 Groundwater Monitoring
accordance with the LTSP, groundwater monitoring is not required at this site because the
uppermost aquifer is hydrogeologically isolated from contamination in the overlying formation.
No groundwater monitoring wells remain at the site.

1CIn

12.8.2 Seep Monitoring
An annual assessment of six designated seeps was conducted during the inspection in accordance
with Section 3.7.2 of the LTSP and approved recommendations presented in Resolution of Seep
and Ground Water Monitoringat the Mexican Hat, Utah, UMTRCA Title 1DisposalSite,
(DOE-LM/GJ1 139-2006, DOE Office of Legacy Management, March 2006). The seeps are
primarily the result of perched water that leaked from the former processing site tailings pond for
many years and, to a lesser degree, the result of transient drainage from the wet tailings placed in
the disposal cell. Signs warning against drinking the water are posted at five of the seep
locations.
Annual visual observations of the seeps are required through 2016, at which time an evaluation
will be conducted to determine whether to continue or discontinue monitoring. The need to
sample the seeps will be evaluated if observed seep flows significantly increase compared to
historical seep flow rates.
Since 2010, seep flow has been observed only at upgradient (background) Seep 0248. This seep
area was moist and only dripping water was observed, and it was impacted by the collapse of
overhanging rock. The remaining seeps, all considered to be hydraulically downgradient of the
site, have been dry with no indication of recent moisture. Table 12-2 provides observations and
qualitative descriptions of seep flows, along with a reference to photographic documentation
made during the April 2015 inspection.
12D

Surface water and seep sampling was conducted in September 2015. Surface water samples at
Seep 0248 and two locations along Gypsum Creek were collected. Recommendations have been
made to collect a sample from Seep 0248 and from Gypsum Creek as a best management
practice every 5 years beginning in 2015. The next sampling event, if approved, would occur in
fiscal year 2020.
12.8.3 Vegetation Monitoring
In accordance with the LTSP, vegetation conditions are observed during annual inspections to
ensure that undesirable plant species, including deep-rooted plants on the disposal cell cover and
noxious weeds, do not proliferate at the site. Natural plant community succession is expected and
will not adversely impact the performance of the disposal cell features. Two small saltbush
plants were observed on the southwestern corner of the cell top (PL-18). One tamarisk shrub
(PL- 19) near the south end of the west diversion channel and a tree or shrub on the north end of
the west diversion channel (PL-20) will be removed during a separate maintenance trip. The
tamarisk was the only noxious weed observed on the site.
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12.9 Photographs
Photograph
Location Number

zimuth

Loose strand offence wire at perimeter sign P35.

PL-3

10
260

Damaged perimeter sign P20.
Missing perimeter sign P18.

PL-4

80

Site Marker SMK-1.

PL-5

50

Site Marker SMK-2.

PL-6

20

Boundary monument BM-7.

PL-7

205

View southwest across disposal cell top slope.

PL-8

130

Northeast side slope of disposal cell.

PL-2

I

Photograph Description

170

PL-1

PL-9

245

Riprap apron along southeast edge of disposal cell top slope.

PL-1 0

180

South along the west diversion channel.

PL-11

270

Seep 0248 sign covered by debris from collapsed material.

PL-1 2

270

Seep 0248 moist, with collapsed material covering the seep.

PL-1 3

10

Evaporites from recent precipitation near Seep 0249 (dry).

PL-1 4

180

Seep 0251 (dry).

PL-1 5

250

Seep 0254 (dry).

PL-1 6

155

Seep 0264 (dry).

PL-17

210

Seep 0922 (dry).

PL-1 8

22

Small saltbush on cell top.

PL-1 9

270

Tamarisk in the west diversion channel (maintenance item).

PL-20

330

Elm or other type bush near the termination of the west diversion channel
(maintenance item).

I
3
I
I

I
I
i

I
I
I
U
I
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HATI 4/2015. PL-1. Loose strandof fence wire at penmeter sign P35.

HAT 4/2015. PL-2. Damagedperimetersign P20.
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HA T 4/2015. PL-3. Missing perimetersign P18.

HAT 4/2015. PL-4. Site marker SMK-1.
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HAT 4/2015. PL-5. Site marker SMK-2.

HA T 4/2015. PL-6. Boundary monument BM-7.
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HAT 4/2015. PL-7. View southwest across disposal cell top slope.

HA T 4/20 15. PL-8. Northeast side slope of disposalcell.
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H-A I 4/207b. l-L-9. R-~prap apron along southeast edge ot disposal cell top slope.

HAT 4/20 15. PL-1O. South along the west diversion channel.
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/ZUT O. I-'L-7

7. beep uz~e sign covereo Dy aeens trom COllapsea material.

HAT 4/2015. PL-12. Seep 0248 moist, with collapsedmaterial covening the seep.
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H-AT1 4/2015. !-L-13. bvaporntes tram recent precipitation near seep 0249 (dry').

I
I
I
i
I|
I

U
I

HAT 4/2015. PL-14. Seep 0251 (dry').
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HAT 4/2015. PL-15. Seep 0254 (dry).

HA I 4/ZUT•. HL-7•. •eep (JZ•4 (ory).
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t-AI 4f/LU1b. I-L-7 . seep UJg4d (Wry).

H-AT 4/2015. PL-18. Small saltbushl on cell top.
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HAT 4/2015. PL-19. Tamarisk in the west diversion channel (maintenanceitem).

HAT 4/20 15. PL-20. Elm or other vegetation near the termination of the west diversion channel (maintenance item).
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13.0 Naturita, Colorado, Disposal Site
13.1 Compliance Summary
The Naturita, Colorado, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title I
Disposal Site was inspected on May 12, 2015. The site was in excellent condition. A section of
the perimeter fence had been trampled down and several loose fence strands were identified. The
fence sections were repaired 2 weeks after the inspection. Inspectors identified no other needs or
cause for a follow-up or contingency inspection.

13.2 Compliance Requirements
Requirements for the long-term surveillance and maintenance of the site are specified in the
Long-Term Surveillance Planfor the Upper Burbank Disposal Cell, Uravan, Colorado (LTSP)
(DOE/AL/62350-250, Revision 1, U.S. Department of Energy [DOE], July 1999) and in
procedures that DOE established to comply with the requirements of Title 10 Code of Federal
Regulations Section 40.27 (10 CFR 40.27). Table 13-1 lists these requirements.
Table 13-1. License Requirements for the Naturita Disposal Site
Requirement

Long-Term Surveillance Plan

This Report

Annual Inspection and Report
Follow-Up Inspections
Maintenance and Repairs
Groundwater Monitoring
Corrective Action

Sections 3.0 and 6.2
Section 3.4
Section 4.0
Section 2.6
Section 5.0

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

13.4
13.5
13.6
13.7
13.8

13.3 Institutional Controls
The 26.65-acre disposal site (Figure 13-1) is owned by the United States of America and was
accepted under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) general license (10 CFR 40.27)
in 1999. DOE is the licensee and, in accordance with the requirements for UMTRCA Title I
sites, is responsible for the custody and long-term care of the site. Institutional controls at the site
include federal ownership of the property and the following physical features that are inspected
annually: a site perimeter fence, perimeter warning signs, site markers, survey and boundary
monuments, and a locked gate at the entrance to the site access road.

13.4 Inspection Results
The site, northwest of Naturita, Colorado, was inspected on May 12, 2015. The inspection was
conducted by D. Traub and L. Sheader of the DOE Legacy Management Support contractor.
J. Linard (DOE Site Manager) and M. Cosby (Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment) also attended this inspection.
The purposes of the inspection were to confirm the integrity of visible features at the site, to
identify changes in conditions that might affect site integrity, and to determine the need, if any,
for maintenance or additional inspections and monitoring. Numbers in the left margin of this
report refer to items summarized in Table ES-i of the "Executive Summary."
U.S.
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13.4.1 Site Surveillance Features
Figure 13-1 shows the locations of site surveillance features. Inspection results and
recommended maintenance activities associated with site surveillance features are included in
the following subsections. Photographs to support specific observations are identified in the text
and in Figure 13-1 by photograph location (PL) numbers.

im
U

13.4.1.1 Entrance Gate, Entrance Sign, and Access Road
Access to the Naturita disposal site is off State Highway 141 in Hieroglyphic Canyon along
Montrose County Road EE22. Road EE22 borders the northeast side of the site.

I

The entrance gate consists of a locked pair of tubular metal gates that hang on galvanized steeli
gateposts. Two other metal gates allow access to monitoring wells adjacent to the west side of
the cell. The gates are in good condition.
The entrance sign is adjacent to the entrance gate and includes the emergency contact telephone
number. This sign was noted as having a bullet hole but is legible.

•

The disposal cell access road along the northwest side of the site descends through the shale and
sandstone units of the Salt Wash Member, Morrison Formation (PL-1).i
13.4.1.2 Perimeter Fence and Perimeter Signs
A barbed-wire stock fence encloses the site. Overall the fence is in good condition except for two
sections--one near perimeter sign P 13 where two fence posts and fencing were trampled down,
and several loose strands along the north perimeter.

3
5

Perimeter signs (PL-2) mounted on steel posts are set approximately 5 feet inside the perimeter
fence. Perimeter sign P2 has bullet damage but remains legible. The other 24 perimeter signs
were in good condition.

I

£I

51

13.4.1.3 Site Markers
Two granite Site markers identify the site. Site marker SMK- 1 (PL-3) is set just inside the
entrance gate, and site marker SMK-2 is on the top slope of the disposal cell. Both markers were
in good condition.

5

13.4.1.4 Survey Monuments and Boundary Monuments
Boundary monuments BM-1 through BM-17 mark the property corners. Survey monuments
SM-3, SM-4, and SM-il, represent boundary monuments BM-3, BM-4, and BM-I 1. Both•
survey and boundary monuments are located with the same precision and serve the same purpose
of marking the boundaries for the site. Survey monuments were installed early during site
construction for survey control; boundary monuments were installed after completion of
construction. The boundary monuments and the survey monuments are undisturbed and in good
condition.
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13.4.1.5 Monitoring Wells
The five groundwater monitoring wells were locked and in good condition. No further
groundwater sampling will be conducted at the Naturita disposal cell (see Section 13.7 for more
detail).
13.4.2 Inspection Areas
In accordance with the LTSP, the site is divided into three inspection areas to ensure a thorough
and efficient inspection. The inspection areas are: (1) the disposal cell, (2) the remainder of the
site, and (3) the outlying area.
Within each area, inspectors examined specific site surveillance features. Inspectors also looked
for evidence of erosion, settling, slumping, or other disturbance that might affect the site's
integrity, protectiveness, or long-term performance.
13.4.2.1 Disposal Cell
Rock covers the 2-acre top of the disposal cell and the approximate 8 acres of side slopes The
rock is rounded, with larger rock on the side slopes than on the top. The rock-covered surfaces
were in excellent condition (PL-4, PL-5). A small area on the southwest side of the disposal cell
was noted during the 2013 inspection as being slightly higher than the surrounding cell sides
(labelled as "Watch Area" in Figure 13-1). This area, which may be a feature left from final rock
placement, was observed in 2014 but was not evident during the 2015 inspection. There was no
evidence of cracking or slumping and there was no indication of riprap degradation or significant
vegetation on the cell.
13.4.2.2 Remainder of the Site
Two riprap-filled toe drains collect water from the cell side slopes and divert it to the southeast.
The west toe drain exits the south corner of the site via a channel quarried through the wall of the
Burbank Pit. Some sediment has accumulated in the upper end of the west toe drain allowing
scattered plants to grow. Soft bedrock is being eroded near the outlet of the west toe drain, but
this erosion does not threaten the performance of the toe drain or the disposal cell and repairs are
not necessary. The east toe drain exits the east corner of the site and conveys water through
culverts under County Road EE22. Erosion has exposed resistant bedrock near the outlet of the
east toe drain; however, the toe drain is performing as designed and repairs are not necessary.
Two large boulders that had fallen into the toe drains were removed in March 2014.
A riprap-armored interceptor channel, upgradient and northwest of the disposal cell, diverts
storm water and snowmelt run-on to the northeast under County Road EE22. Some erosion has
occurred outside the property uphill from perimeter sign P23 and between perimeter signs P22
and P23 resulting in deposition of sediment in the channel. The channel is in good condition,
however, and the current sediment accumulation and associated vegetation do not impair the
function of the channel. No new erosion was noted during the 2015 inspection.
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13.4.2.3 Outlying Area
The area within 0.25 mile of the site boundary has been highly disturbed by mining, quarrying,
reclamation, and road building. No changes in land use were observed during the inspection.

13.5 Follow-Up Inspections
DOE will conduct follow-up or contingency inspections if (1) an annual inspection or other site
visit identifies a condition that requires a return to the site to evaluate the condition, or (2) a
citizen or outside agency notifies DOE that conditions at the site or in the vicinity of the site are
substantially changed. No need for a follow-up or contingency inspection was identified.

13.6 Maintenance and Repairs
Two fence posts near perimeter sign P13 were identified to need maintenance during this
inspection, in addition to loose fence strands near sign P22. A small area of the perimeter fence
13A near P13 had been trampled. The trampled section was repaired on June 2, 2015. The loose
strands will also be repaired before the next inspection.

13.7 Groundwater Monitoring
13B

In accordance with a letter from NRC to DOE dated April 15, 2014, groundwater monitoring is
no longer required at the site. The LTSP will be revised as required by 10 CFR 40.27(c) to
exclude groundwater monitoring and will be submitted to NRC for concurrence.

13.8 Corrective Action
In accordance with the LTSP, corrective action is taken to correct conditions that threaten the
integrity of the disposal cell or compliance with 40 CFR 192. No need for corrective action was
identified.

13.9 Photographs
Photograph
Location Number

Azimuth

PL-1

215

PL-2

30

Photograph Description
Access road west of cell (1 year after March 2014 erosion repairs).
Perimeter sign P22 with interceptor channel.

PL-3

0

PL-4

100

Disposal cell looking east-southeast.

PL-5

145

Southeast face of disposal cell with Maybell West UMTRCA Title II Disposal Site
cell in back (tan rock).
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Site marker at entry gate.
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NAD 5/2015. PL-1. Access road west of cell (1 year after March 2014 erosion repairs).

NAD 5/2015. PL-2. Perimetersign P22 with interceptorchannel.
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NAD 5/2015. PL-3 Site marker at entry gate.

I

NAD 5/2015. PL-4. Disposal cell looking east-southeast.
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NAD 5/2015. PL-5. Southeast face of disposalcell with Maybell West UMTRCA Title II Disposal Site cell in back (tan
rock).
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14.0 Rifle, Colorado, Disposal Site
14.1 Compliance Summary
The Rifle, Colorado, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) Title I Disposal
Site was inspected on June 30, 2015. The disposal cell and all associated surface-water diversion
and drainage structures were in good condition and functioning as designed. Vegetation on the
site was in excellent condition. Minor fence repairs and perimeter sign maintenance will be
conducted prior to the next inspection.
Pore water continues to be pumped from the disposal cell into a lined evaporation pond to
maintain the cell water level below the action level of 6,016 feet above mean sea level. The
evaporation pond liner was inspected and repaired in early 2014, and it was in good condition at
the time of the inspection. Inspectors identified no other maintenance needs or cause for a
follow-up inspection.

14.2 Compliance Requirements
Requirements for the long-term surveillance and maintenance of the site are specified in the
Long-Term Surveillance Planfor the Estes Gulch DisposalSite near Rifle, Colorado(LTSP)
(DOE/AL/62350-235, Rev. 1, U.S. Department of Energy [DOE], November 1997) and in
procedures that DOE established to comply with the requirements of Title 10 Code of Federal
Regulations Section 40.27 (10 CFR 40.27). Table 14-1 lists these requirements.
Table 14-1. License Requirements for the Rifle Disposal Site
Requirement

Long-Term Surveillance Plan

This Report

Annual Inspection and Report
Follow-Up Inspections
Maintenance and Repairs
Groundwater Monitoring
Cell Pore-Water-Level Monitoring
Corrective Action

Section 3.0
Section 3.4
Section 4.0
Section 2.6
Appendix
Section 5.0

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

14.4
14.5
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.9

14.3 Institutional Controls
The 205-acre disposal site (Figure 14-1) is owned by the United States of America and was
accepted under the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license (10 CFR 40.27) in
1998. The site is managed in accordance with requirements for UMTRCA Title I sites. DOE, as
the licensee, is responsible for the site's custody and long-term care. Institutional controls at the
site include federal ownership of the property and the following physical features that are
inspected annually: access-control fencing, perimeter warning signs along the disposal cell
boundary, and a locked gate at the entrance to the site.
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14.4 Inspection Results
The site, north of Rifle, Colorado, was inspected on June 30, 2015. The inspection was
conducted by R. Dayvault and S. Woods of the DOE Legacy Management Support contractor.
R. Bush (DOE Site Manager), M. Cosby (Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment), and R. Evans (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission) attended the inspection.

ii

The purposes of the inspection were to confirm the integrity of visible features at the site, to
identify changes in conditions that might affect site integrity, and to determine the need, if any,
for maintenance or additional inspections and monitoring. Numbers in the left margin of this
report refer to items summarized in Table ES-i of the "Executive Summary."

I!

14.4.1 Site Surveillance Features

I

Figure 14-1 shows the locations of site surveillance features. Inspection results and
recommended maintenance activities associated with site surveillance features are included in
the following subsections. Photographs to support specific observations are identified in the text
and on Figure 14-1 by photograph location (PL) numbers.

14.4.1.1 Access Road, Entrance Gates, and Entrance Sign
The site is accessed by driving northwest from Rifle for 5 miles on State Highway 13 and turning
northeast on an improved gravel road. A perpetual right-of-way across U.S. Bureau of Land
Management property provides access to the site. Two locked gates are present on the access
road: a reinforced tubular metal gate about 1,700 feet south of the site that limits public access to
the site area, and a tubular metal gate at the site fence. The access road, entrance gates, and
entrance sign were in good condition.
14.4.1.2 Perimeter Fence and Perimeter Signs
A barbed-wire fence, located at the south end of the site, extends to the edge of steep-sided

i

I
3
Il

arroyos that bound the site on the east and west and acts as a deterrent for easy access to the site.
Fence damage was observed during the 2015 inspection including broken barbed wire (PL-1).
Barbed-wire personnel gates at the southeast corner of the site were closed, which is a changeI
from previous inspections where the gates have been found open (PL-2).
Perimeter signs are positioned along the fence and the edge of the disposal cell. A few signs have

Im

bullet damage but all were legible. The small-hole hardware used on perimeter sign P4 will be
replaced (PL-3).

3

14.4.1.3 Site Markers

I
I
U
I

Two granite site markers, one just inside and left of the entrance gate (SMK-1; PL-4) and the
other on the disposal cell (SMK-2), were in good condition.
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14.4.1.4 Survey Monuments and Boundary Monuments
Three survey monuments and 15 boundary monuments delineate this site. Boundary monuments
are set at corners along an irregular site boundary. According to the LTSP, 20 corner monuments
were set along the site boundary; however, previous field investigations indicated that only
15 monuments were actually set because of the rough terrain. Consequently, boundary
monument locations BM-8, BM-9, BM-13, BM-17, and BM-20 were only marked with wooden
laths and are not included as part of the annual inspection. Several of the survey and boundary
monuments at the site are difficult to locate because deadfall and underbrush obscure them, or
steep terrain makes accessing them dangerous. All survey and boundary monuments inspected
were in good condition (PL-5).
14.4.1.5 Standpipes
Three standpipes (MW-01, MW-02, and MW-03), located on the south side slope of the disposal
cell, are used to control and monitor pore-water levels in the disposal cell. Cell pore water is
pumped from MW-03 into an evaporation pond. The standpipes were in good condition.
14.4.1.6 Evaporation Pond
A synthetically lined evaporation pond was constructed adjacent to the cell in 2001 to receive
water pumped from standpipes MW-02 and MW-03 (only MW-03 is currently pumped). Water
was flowing into the pond at the time of the inspection (PL-6). A meteorological station was
installed alongside the pond several years ago and is functioning normally.
A detailed inspection of the exposed pond liner was conducted in 2014 and repairs to holes and
tears were completed. The pond and its repaired liner, surrounding security fence, and locked
gate were in good condition. Two warning signs on the security fence were down and will be
replaced before the next inspection.
14.4.2 Inspection Areas
In accordance with the LTSP, the site is divided into four areas to ensure a thorough and efficient
inspection. The inspection areas are: (1) the top of the disposal cell and interceptor trench, (2) the
toe ditch and toe ditch outlet, (3) onsite reclaimed areas, and (4) the outlying area.
Within each area, inspectors examined specific site-surveillance features. Inspectors also looked
for evidence of settlement, erosion, or other modifying processes that might affect the site's
integrity or long-term performance.
14.4.2.1 Top of Disposal Cell and Interceptor Trench
Rock armor, consisting of river cobbles and boulders, covers the 71-acre disposal cell and
generally remains in excellent condition overall. No evidence of subsidence, differential settling,
or slumping was found. Because of the steep slope of the cell cover, particularly in the north
portion of the cell, there appeared to be a potential for slope instability. Five years of surveys,
concluded in 2011, were conducted in three dimensions to detect any movement of the cover
rock; the surveys confirmed that the rock cover is stable. Linear disturbances present on the north
portion of the cell cover are remnants of vehicle tracks that formed in the cover rock during
monitoring well decommissioning activities in 2002.
U.S. Department of Energy
March 2016
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During the 2010 inspection, it was noted that a few cobbles or boulders showed signs of frost
action and had begun to crack. This is no~t considered a concern at this time because most of the
rock on the cell consists of very competent igneous and metamorphic rock that should remain
protective for the expected life of the cell. However, if increased rock degradation becomes
apparent, one or more study plots may be established.
Several small pinyon pine trees continue to grow on the south slope of the disposal cell. Thesei
trees will be controlled if it is determined that they affect the integrity of the cell. Small, isolated
patches of grasses and annual weeds were present on the cell cover and side slope but are not a
concern. No deep-rooted plants or noxious weeds were observed in these areas.

n

3I
I

3

A revegetated interceptor trench was constructed at the top of the disposal cell to protect the cell
from storm-water and snowmelt run-on. Overall, the trench was functioning as designed and inn
good condition.n

3

14.4.2.2 Toe Ditch and Toe Ditch Outlet
A toe ditch runs along the downslope (south) edge of the disposal cell and is armored with the
same rock that protects the disposal cell. The toe ditch diverts surface runoff from the disposal
cell offsite to the east. The ditch was in good condition and was functioning as designed.
Minor erosion, anticipated in the design, is still evident in the channel at the outlet below the toe
ditch. Bedrock is exposed in this area. Rock previously placed in the outlet to stabilize the
erosion has dropped into and armored the eroded area. No new erosion has occurred in several
years, and the outlet was stable at the time of the inspection.
14.4.2.30Onsite Reclaimed Areas
Disturbed areas around the edges and south of the disposal cell were reseeded in 1996 and,

I

I

3
3

overall, have been successfully reclaimed. The vegetation is composed primarily of desirable
grasses and shrubs. Prior to 2012, there was little evidence of cattle or sheep grazing within the
site boundaries. This changed dramatically in 2012 when heavy grazing by cattle was observed.
This year, however, vegetation was abundant and showed minimal evidence of cattle grazing as
compared to previous years.

I

Three arroyos are present in the reclaimed area south of the disposal cell. A rock apron was
placed between the stock fence and the headcuts in these arroyos to prevent headward migration
toward the disposal cell. As erosion has migrated into the rock apron, the rock has self-armored
the arroyos and effectively stabilized them from further erosion. This area will continue to be
monitored.

I

Rills noted during previous inspections in the vicinity of perimeter sign P 13 were unchanged.
The runoff collected by the rills flOWS along the interface between the cell cover riprap and the
adjacent reclaimed soil area. The runoff has scoured a small channel that currently averages
about 1-foot wide and less than 1-foot deep, exposing some of the gravel bedding material of the
cell cover. This small channel has stabilized and does not threaten the integrity of the disposal
cell; however, it will continue to be monitored. In addition, sheetwash and rills noted on the
previous year's inspection map along the west side of the cell had been filled in during the year
with above-average precipitation at the site.
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14.4.2.4 Outlying Area
The area within 0.25 mile of the site boundary was visually observed for erosion, changes in land
use, or other phenomena that might affect the long-term integrity of the site. The primary land
use in the area is grazing and wildlife habitat. Extensive grazing had also occurred on this area in
previous years, but minimal evidence grazing was observed during the inspection. No activity or
development was observed that might affect site integrity or the long-term performance of the
disposal cell.
14.5 Follow-Up Inspections
DOE will conduct follow-up or contingency inspections if (1) an annual inspection or other site
visit identifies a condition that requires a return to the site to evaluate the condition, or (2) a
citizen or outside agency notifies DOE that conditions at the site or in the vicinity of the site are
substantially changed. No need for a follow-up or contingency inspection was identified.

14.6 Maintenance and Repairs
Minor fence repairs and hardware replacement for perimeter sign P4 will be performed before
the next inspection.

14.7 Groundwater Monitoring
14A

Monitoring of groundwater quality is not required at this site because groundwater in the
uppermost aquifer is classified as limited use, and the disposal cell is geologically isolated from
the first usable aquifer by approximately 380 feet of low-permeability siltstones, shales, and
sandstones. The nine monitoring wells that had been at the site were decommissioned in 2002.

14.8 Cell Pore-Water-Level Monitoring
14B

In accordance with the LTSP, DOE monitors pore-water levels from transient drainage in the
disposal cell at standpipes MW-02 and MW-03, installed at the downgradient end of the cell on
the south side slope. This monitoring is performed to ensure that water in the cell does not rise
above a geotextile liner that was installed in the toe of the cell at an elevation of 6,020 feet.
The LTSP Appendix included a contingency plan if the water level in the disposal cell reached
an action level of 6,016 feet in elevation. In 2001, when the action level of 6,016 feet was
reached, a cell dewatering system and associated evaporation pond were installed as required by
the LTSP.
Pumping from standpipes MVW-02 and MW-03 began when water levels reached the action level
in 2001. Pumping from both standpipes continued until September 2006, when it was determined
that MW-02 could not sustain prolonged pumping due to consistent lack of sufficient recharge.
Although pumping at MW-02 was discontinued at that time, the datalogger remains, and waterlevel monitoring at this standpipe continues. Water pumped from MW-03 is discharged through
an above-ground plastic line to the evaporation pond. The discharge line was in good condition.
The solar-powered pump in MW-03 is normally operated June through September. The two solar
panels that power the pump were in good condition.
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Datalogger information for the 2015 reporting period indicates that pore-water levels in both
standpipes were always below the 6,016-foot action level (Figure 14-2). As observed historically,
levels were highest during late fall and winter, when pumping is discontinued. In 2015,
maximum water levels in MW-02 and MW-03 were 6,015.5 feet and 6,015.9 feet, respectively.
Water levels declined to 6,015.1 feet and 6,014.9 feet, respectively, during pumping. According
to the LTSP requirement, pumping will continue until the water levels in the standpipes stabilize
at an elevation of 6,014 feet or lower.
This continued contingency operation has maintained the water level at an acceptable elevation
(below the action level) and prevents water from overtopping the disposal cell liner. Dewatering
of the cell will continue.
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Figure 14-2. Disposal Cell Pore-Water Levels in Standpipes MW-02 and MW-03 at the Rifle DisposalSite

14.9 Corrective Action
Corrective action is taken to correct out-of-compliance or hazardous conditions that create a
potential health and safety problem or that may affect the integrity of the disposal cell or
compliance with 40 CFR 192. No need for corrective action was identified.
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14.10 Photographs
Photograph
Location
Number

Azimuth

PL-1
PL-2
PL-3
PL-4
PL-5
PL-6

285
280
190
0
5
225
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Photograph Description
Broken barbed wire.
Closed fence gate.
Perimeter sign P4.
Site marker SMK-1.
Boundary monument BM-3.
Water entering evaporation pond.
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RFL 6/2015. PL-1. Broken barbed wire.
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RFL 6/20 15. PL-2. Closed fence gate.
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